From: Commercial Kitchen Extraction <info@ecanopy.co.uk>
Sent: 30 March 2020 17:44
To:
Subject: Re: 261-263 Tile Hill Lane, Coventry

Hi
Extraction





Stainless hood 3.5m x 1.2 m
VFD Box fan High temperature
Approx 45m duct @ 560mm diameter
Brackets & duct clips

Price:£6800.00 + VAT + Delivery
Fresh air replacement system







Fan motor and speed controller
F5 grade filtration
100% replacement air
Fed via ceiling grills
Approx 25m ducting
Ceiling grills

Price: £1800.00 + VAT
Odour control





ESP 4500E
UVO
2 Carbon units
2 washable mesh filters (Easy to remove and wash with jet wash)

Price: £7500.00 + VAT
Noise control





2 Silencers
Flexible connections (Prevents noise vibration through ducting)
Straight High velocity cowl
Anti- vibration mounts to side of the building - prevents drumming through
building structure

Price: £1460.00 + VAT

Extras





Wall cladding inc joining strip = £60.00 + VAT each
Lights - £240.00 + VAT each
Gas interlock & Solenoid £380.00 + VAT
Labour 2 weeks @ £800.00 per day (Subject to survey)

According to your planning application FUL/2020/0328 your detailed system is more
than capable of satisfying all planning and design regulations and DEFRA control of
odour and noise guidelines. Unfortunately we are unable to provide you with a
diagram showing all system components internally and externally. Due to the
current circumstances we are not able to hold any prices for any more than 14 days.

Kind regards

Phil
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